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DISCLAIMER 
The contents of this report reflect 
the views of the author and do not 
necessarily reflect the official 
views of the Iowa Department of 
Transportation. This report does 
not constitute a standard, specifi-
cation or regulation. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Construction of an excellent ·network of primary highways across the 
State of Iowa has essentially been completed. The major task fac-
ing the Iowa Department of Transportation today is the maintenance 
and rehabilitation of that network. The most commonly utilized re-
habilitation practice is asphalt concrete resurfacing. This prac-
tice will normally provide a good driving surface for at least 10 
additional years. The major problem with asphalt concrete resur-
facing is the reflection cracking from underlying cracks and joints 
in the portland cement concrete (PCC) pavement. Deterioration and 
spal~ing occur at these reflection cracks and are the limiting fac-
1 
tor of the-effective life of the asphalt concrete resurfacing. 
In recent years, there has been renewed interest in cracking the 
underlying PCC pavement prior to the asphalt concrete resurfacing. 
This allows the thermal movement to take place at many close inter-
val cracks and alleviates the necessity of all of the thermal move-
ment occurring at the joints of the underlying PCC pavsment. The 
states of Minnesota and Kentucky have reported success in reducing 
or at least delaying the number of reflective cracks by using 
cracking and seating prior to asphalt resurfacing. The Minnesota 
Department of Transportation has utilized cracking and seating in 
comparison with sections that have not been cracked and seated. 
These experimental projects have shown reduced reflection cracking 
in the cracked and seated sections, at least on the short term. 
These reports of success have generated enough interest in Iowa 
that three cracking and seating projects were completed in 1986. 
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The other two projects were on secondary roadways in Hamilton and 
Fremont Counties. 
PROJECT LOCATION AND CONTRACTUAL ARRANGEMENTS 
The experimental cracking and seating prior to asphalt concrete 
(AC) overlay was incorporated into an eight mile Shelby County re-
surfacing project FR-59-4(22)--2G-83. The cracking and seating was 
incorporated into the south end of the project south of Iowa Route 
44 at Harlan. The traffic volume on this section is currently 
2,650 ADT which includes 400 (15.1%) trucks. The successful bidder 
on the project, let May 13, 1986, was Western Engineering Co., Inc. 
/' 
of Harlan, Iowa. The 24,667 sq. yd. of cracking and seating was 
bid at $0.85 per sq. yd. 
PRECONSTRUCTION CONDITION 
The PCC pavement to be cracked was constructed as US 69 relocation 
in 1970. It was slipformed, 24' wide and 9" thick with sawed con-
traction joints without load transfer at a 20'spacing. The pave-
ment was constructed on earth subgrade. The concrete mix 
proportions included 626 lbs. of Type I cement, 1,478 lbs. sand, 
1,472 lbs. of crushed limestone with 6% air (an Iowa DOT C-4 mix-
ture) . Test of concrete beams made during construction yielded 
flexural strength modulus of rupture generally greater than 600 psi 
at 7 days of age. 
Recent surface restoration reviews prior to October 1985 showed se-
vere D-cracking requiring surface patching of many joints. This 
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D-cracking deterioration is attributed to the use of crushed 
limestone coarse aggregate from the Logan Quarry in Harrison 
County. This coarse aggregate has yielded poor durability perform-
ance and has subsequently been rated as a Class 1 (showing visible 
deterioration in less than 10 years) and, as such, is no longer 
permitted in primary pavement nor in most secondary pavements. 
This loss of structure due to the severe joint deterioration made 
it a prime candidate for experimental cracking and seating. 
MATERIALS 
Mix designs (Appendix A) were developed for both a Type B asphalt 
/' 
concrete binder course and a Type A asphalt concrete surface 
course. The Type B mix (Appendix A) included 25% of a 3/4" top 
size crushed limeston8 and 20% 3/8" crushed limestone from the 
Clarke Limestone Co., Logan Pit at Logan, Iowa, in Harrison County. 
There was also 55% of a gravel material from Finley, Inc., Harlan 
Pit in Shelby County. These proportions provided a mixture that 
required a design asphalt content of 6.4%. 
The Type A surface course was a three aggregate mix design. It in-
eluded 25% of a 1/2" and 40% of a 3/8" crushed limestone; both from 
Clark Limestone Logan Quarry in Harrison County, and 35% of a 
gravel produced by Finley, Inc. from the Harlan Pit in Shelby 
County. The design for this aggregate mixture required 5.4% as-
phalt cement. 
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The asphalt cement was an AC-10 grade supplied by Koch of Omaha, 
Nebraska. ;i 
CONSTRUCTION 
The cracking and seating of the pavement was conducted in accord-
ance with Supplemental Specification 1023 (Appendix B) . Some par-
tial depth patching had been completed prior to the first day of 
the asphalt concrete laydown operation. The cracking and seating 
on this project had been subcontracted to Antigo Construction of 
Wisconsin. Antigo Construction utilized a Wirtgen breaker with a 6 
ton ~uillotine (blade type) head. The width of the head was ap-
proximately 58" and was equipped with a 2" wide metal blade strik-
ing edge. A test section was established in the southbound lane at 
the north end of the designated crack and seat area near Station 
498 to determine the proper pattern with the Wirtgen breaker. 
Pattern No. 1 (Figure 1) established a 16" drop with 10 blows be-
tween each ~ransverse joint per lane. This pattern produced exces-
sive co!ltinuous: longi_tq_d~inal cracks and the decision was ma.de to 
" 
reduce the energy input. 
Pattern No. 2 utilized only a 12" drop but the number of strikes 
per lane (12' wide) between transverse joints (20' spacing) was in-
creased to 12. This also appeared to be too much energy as there 
was excessive longitudinal cracking. 
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Pattern No. 3 was a s~ti~s of drops positioned in the center of the 
lane with 5 blows between transverse joints. A drop of 20" was 
utilized for this pattern. Pattern No. 3 produced excessive force 
on the slab with unpredictable cracks in all directions. The pat-
tern severely fractured the pavement. 
Pattern No. 4 was essentially the same as pattern No. 3 except that 
the height of drop was reduced to 16". This pattern reduced the 
adverse cracking, however, the transverse cracks that developed 
seemed to propagate toward the outside of the pavement at a 45° an-
gle. 
/ 
Pattern No. 5 utilized three series of blows per full width of 
pavement. One series of five blows was placed approximately l' 
from the outside edge which generally produced a transverse crack 
across the panel. Another corresponding series was placed l' from 
the other edge of pavement. A third row of impacts was located at 
centerline to assure that the full width of the panel had been 
cracked. Pattern No 5 was selected for use on the project. The 
transverse cracks produced were not readily visible on the pavement 
surface. Applying water did enhance their appearance in some 
cases. The fractures generally were very fine and were confirmed 
by coring the pavement. Pavement cores did show the development of 
cracks in the pavement. Aggregate interlock was not sacrificed as 
the cores did not readily split when removed from the drill bit. 
There were some longitudinal cracks that were readily apparent from 
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the surf ace. The transverse cracks did not always develop directly 
under the impact area. ,.i 
The seating was accomplished with a pneumatic roller (approximately 
6' wide) with a gross load of 50 tons towed by a large farm trac-
tor. Two roller passes were made in each lane. The first pass was 
over the outside 6 feet followed by a pass next to centerline on 
the inside 6 feet. It was very difficult to visibly detect move-
ment but cracking sounds could be heard. 
Asphqlt laydown operations began with the Type B binder course on 
/' 
August 26, 1986. The total thickness of asphalt concrete resurfac-
ing varied from 3 11 to 6 11 (Table 1) . The Type A surface course re-
mained at 1 1/2" but the thickness of the Type B binder varied from 
1 1/2" to 4 1/2" in thickness (Figure 2 & 3). All asphalt concrete 
was produced in an Aztec drum type mixer at Harlan, Iowa. The con-
tractor achieved densities of approximately 97% in regard to the 
2.33 laboratory density (Appendix C). This yielded voids of ap-
proximately 5%. The placement of all binder courses was completed 
on September 16, 1986. The 1 1/2" Type A surface course was 
placed from September 17, 1986, through September 30, 1986. The 
densities again were approximately 97% of the laboratory density 
that ranged from 2.36 to 2.38. This also yielded a void content of 
approximately 5%. 
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Table 1 
CRACKING & SEATING -
US 59 AT HARLAN 
To Description of Section 
408+62.5 Taper Oto 4 'h" No Cracking 
416+00 4'h" No Cracking 
424+62.5 4'h" Crack & Seat 
425+00 Taper 4 1/i" to 6" Crack & Seat 
440+00 6" Crnck & Seat 
440+37.5 Taper 6" to 4 'h" Crack & Seat 
482+62.5 4 1h" Crack & Seat 
'.'183+00 Taper 4.'h" to 3" Crack & Seat 
498+00 3" Crack & Seat 
505+40 3" No Cracking 
No reflective cracking has been identified to date. The average 
Profile Index (Appendix D) of the southbound lane from Station 
406+69 to 505+45 (the area where the cracking and seating was in-
corporated in experimental sections) averaged 5.5 inches per mile. 
The northbound lane from Station 406+69 to 505+40 averaged 3.3 
inches per mile. 
The structural capacity of the original pavement prior to cracking 
and seating was determined with the Iowa DOT Road Rater on August 
18, 1986 (Appendix E). The average structural rating northbound 
was 3.97, southbound was 3.64, for an average structural rating of 
the test sections of 3.81. The average structural rating after as-
phalt concrete resurfacing was obtained on October 9, 1986. The 
northbound lane had a structural rating of 5.22 while.the 
southbound lane had a structural rating of 4.66 for an average 
structural rating of 4.94. This improvement in structural rating 
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would be attributed to the additional thickness of asphalt con-
e ret e . Based upon the improvement f ram 3 . 81 . to 4 . 9.4 &and the 
layer coefficient for hot mix asphalt concrete of 0.44 per inch, it 
would appear that some structural rating was lost due to the crack-
ing. The 4 1I2" of 
tural rating in the 
asphalt concL~ would theoretically 
amount of 84 1/2 x 0. 44) . add struc-
The evaluation will include crack surveys, Road Rater testing and 
profilometer testing annually for three years. 
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OFFICE OF MATERJALS 
TEST REPORT - BITUMINOUS AGGREGATE 
LAB LOCATION - AMES 
LAB NO.: AATb-0800 
PAGE 16 
PROJ NO.: FR-59-4(22l--2G-83 
CONTRACT NO.: 25S02 
CONTRACTCR: WESTERN ENGR· 
-17-Q79N-42uh HARRISON QTY: 0 TONS 
SAMPLE LOCATION HERTHA LEDGE 
S.A.11PLE DES(.: 
SAMPLED BY: DI5T· 3 s ENDER I s 1\0 . : 4 MD b - iJ 3 9 
DAE SAM?LED: I I REC'D: 08/19/86 REFORTED: 08/26/8!:, 
TO BE USED WITH 41106-35 .SS%; 'iMDb-38 c5% ;IC-10 
/' 
FIELD 
% PS G • 
COPIES: 
_,....P-r(o J EC T 
' GEOLOGY 
BITU~INOUS AGGREGATE 
DIST - \i, 
lu • BU fi GAN, 
DISPOSITION: 
~/8 #4 118 1116 1130 1150 ff101J #200 
100.0 75.0 s2.o 38·0 30.0 2s.c 22.0 19.0 
SIGNED: I.AX I· SHEELER 
F N01\-COMPLIANCE 
~ SPEC NQT CHECKED 
~ CORRECTED ITEM 
..... 
·--:.;;::::.:-·---------·-... -.~-------·---· .-::.-. _______ : 
.. ~ 
· .. ' .. :.· 
......... 
.. ·.::::: . .· . 
.:··:::.;.: .. 
. :.;··· ...... 
-::>" 
':·: .. · 
.§::':' 
·:·:·:·:· 
:.;.·:.:· ........ 
·.:·.;.;: . 
...... \ . .' 
·.::···· 
·:·:·::·.:.;: .. 
-~· 
Appendix A-7 
!IX DESICN IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
OFFICE OF MATERJALS 
TC:ST REPORT - BITUMINOUS AGGREGATE 
LAB LOCATION - AMES 
;./ 
PAGE 17 
1 A E RI AL : TYPE - tl ASPHALT LAB NO·: AA Tb- Q801 
:LASS: l SIZE: 3/4 
[NTENDED USE: 6l~DER 
:OIJNTY: SH[L3Y PROJ NO.: FR-59-4(22l--2G-83 
DESIGN: CONTRACT NO.: 25602 
::JRODUCER: 'CLARK LS CO CONTRACTOR: WESTERN ENGR· 
-17-079N-42W, HARRISON QTY: 0 TONS 
SAMPLE LOCATION Ht:RTHA LEDGE 
;AMPLE DC:SC.: 
'.;AMPLED !JY: DIST· j SENDER'S NO·: 4MD6-038 
I I REC'D: 08/1°1/86 REPORTED: 08/26/86 
TO 8:.: USED WITH 4MD6-35 55%; 4MD6-39 20% AC-10 KOCH 
FIELD 
% PSG-
COPIES: 
.,-P R-o'.J EC T 
GEOLOGY 
3/4 1/2 3/8 
100.0 74.0 2~-0 
BITUMJNCUS AGGREGATE 
DJST - ~. 
w. BUf'GtN, 
DISPOSITION: 
II 4 
5. c 
#8 #16 113u #50 #100 #2QO 
4.2 ::.7 3.3 3.J 2.7 2.s 
SIGNED: MAX J. 
···~.~:·: .. ··-.a····1l.1::~-"·:-::~.~-, ... ~ .... ~:.:-·~~~:·~:u..-;;.:.·-:.:...!.= .. :·.·,.•,•.1"J~·-· 
:::::.:·.·:.· ".'): ... .' 
.::;'.· . 
. ....... ··: :.:'··.·:.-:· 
: .... ~--. : . . .
,.. ....... _:.:,:. 
·. :~ 
,------,,.,-,----------------------~------- - --- ~-- - -
Appendix A-8 
MATERIAL: 1YP( - 8 ASPHALT 
CLASS: l . SIZE: 3/Y 
·. [NT:::NDED USE: BJ~DE~ 
COUNTY: Sr1EL3Y 
otsIGN: 
PRO.DUCER: FJNLEY Ir\C 
S 0 UR CE : H•A R LAN 
·. SA6PLE LOCATICN 
SAl1PLE CESC-: 
SAMPLED 3Y: GEPR~ART 
I I 
IOWA DEPARTMENT CF TRANSPOR.TATION 
OFFICE OF MATER1ALS 
TEST REPOf;T - BITUMINOUS AGGREGATE 
LAE LOCATIO.N - AMES 
LAB NO·: AAT6- 0802 
PAGE 18 
PROJ NO·: FK-S9-Y(22l--2G-83 
CONTRACT No.: c5602 
CONTRACTOR: WESTERN ENGR· 
NE-36-079N-3c;W, SHELBY 
SENDE.R'S NO.: 41:DS-035 
REC'D: fJ8/1'l/86 REPORTED: Q8/26/86 
TO BE USED wlTH YMDb-36 C'.5%, 4MD6-:39 c0% AC-10 KOCH 
/. 
FIELD 
i'. P SG. 
3 / y 1/ 2 3/ 8 # 4 #8 #16 #30 #SO #100 #200 
COPIES: 
,--.P 1Z'6'j E C T 
GE OL 0 0 
100. CJ 9 7. 0 
8ITLJl1JNCLJS AGGREGATE 
DIST - ~' 
ld • 8 U ~ G A I~ , 
DISPOSITIOI\: 
93.0 86-0 78·0 66-0 118·0 20·0 6°7 Y·b 
SIGNED: MAX I· SHEELER 
F NON-COMPLIANCE 
:i: = SPEC NOT CHECKED 
~ = CORRECTED ITEM 
·-----·--.~-----·---.-.----------.-----------:-:------·------------""':"""-----------·--· 
·:::· .. ·.·.;.·::: ........... 
~· .. .. ... . ~· 
··.·:· . 
. ;.· .... · 
",\'"" 
Appendix B 
~'t.. Iowa Department of Transportation ~, 
SUPPLEtoEtffl\L SPECIF !CATIONS 
for 
CRACKING AHO SEATING CONCRETE PAVEi-ENT 
May 13, 1986 
THE STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS, SERIES IT 1984, ARE A1'£NDED BY THE FCUO'WING ADDITIONS. 
·SPECIFICATIONS AND THEY SHALL PREVAIL OVER THOSE PUBLISHED IN THE STANDl\RO SPECIFICATIONS. 
PAGE 19 
Specification 1023 
New 
THESE l\RE SLJPPLEl'f:IITAL 
1023.01 DESCRIPTION. This work shall consist of cracking and seating existing PC.C pavement, prior to 
re>ur'fac iny with ACC. Associaled work may include removal of Lhe existing ACC overlay, if present, and subdrain 
con,truction dnd shoulder work. 
1023.02 EQUIP11::1IT. Cracking equipment shall be capable of producing the desired cracking pattern by providing 
a brodd ,Lriking surface. Equipment that punches holes in the pavement or results in excessive spall ing of otherwise 
sound sections shall not be used. A blade- or s~ade-type breaker is recomnended and may be required. 
Seating ~quipment shal I be a roller meeting requirements of either Paragraph A or B, as follows: 
A. The roller shall be a pnP.umatic-tired roller consisting of four rubber-tired wheels equally spaced across 
the ful 1 width and mounted in l inc on a rigid steel frame in such manner that all wheels carry equal loads, 
regdr_dless of surface irregularities. Roller tires shall be capable of satisfactory operation at a minimum 
infl&tion pressure of 100 p.s.i., and tires shall be inflated to the pressure necessary to obtain proper surface 
contact pressure to satisfactorily seat pavement slabs. At the Contractor's option, tin~s may contain liquid. 
The roller sha 11 have a weight body suitable for ballasting to a gross load of 50 tons, and bal lasl shall be 
such that gross roller weight can be readily determined and so conlrolled as to maintain a gross rolle.r weight 
of 50 Lons. The roller shall be towed with a rubber-tired prime mover. 
B. The roller shall be a two-axle, self-propelled, pneumatic-tir·ed roller, provided the roller is equipped with 
no more lhdn seven tires, and the requirements in Paragraph A, above, concerning tire inflation pressure, 
surface contact pressure, and 50-ton gross weight are met. 
Miscellaneous equipment shall include a means to dampen cracked pavement with water, a source of compressed air 
with 100 p.s.i. pressure, a rotary broom described in 2001.14, and various hand tools as needed. 
Section 2214 shal'I apply to equipment for removal of existing ACC overlay. Removal by other methods and 
equiprnenl ·..iill be allowed. 
1023.03 REMOVAL IT EXISTING ACC OVERLAY. All asphaltic and other bituminous material existing on the pavement 
surf'ace sha 11 be removed from the area to be cracked before cracking the area. Removal shal I be a continuous 
op2rdlion, but removal of asphal tic full-depth patches is not required. Removal shall be to the underlying PCC 
pavement and in accord with requirements of Section 2214, excluding 2214 .05. 
Foamed mdterial in existing pressure-relief joints should be removed prior to removal of the ACC overlay. 
Sca1·ification shdll ·be to the full width of the lane, with a suitable rnnout at the end, before the lane is 
opt!nt.:d to public traffic. Scarification shall be planned and done so as to leave no vertical dropoff at the· 
centerline or lane line overnight. Where an overnight dropoff results frorn unforseen conditions, the approaches 
shd 11 be signed with a ROAD WORK AHEAD sign, and the dropoff shall be marked with vertical panels. The vertical 
paneb shal I be placed at 150-foot intervals in rural areas and at SO-foot intervals in urban areas, ·-iith a minimum 
of three vertical panels at each dropoff lo~ation. 
Additional scarification of the existing PCC pavement may be required at bridge approaches and other fixed 
objects, as designated on the plans. 
1023.04 PAVE'1:1IT CRACKING. The existing PCC pavement shall be crackecl so as to produce full-deplh, generally 
transverse, hairline cracks at a nominal spacing designated on the pl,ins. When not designated, the spacing shall be 
1 1/2 feel lo 3 feet. Induced cracking closer than 2 1/2 feet frorn an existing crack or joint or deteriorated 
concrete shall be avoided. Care shall be taken to prevent the formation of a continuous longitudinal crac\:. 
When crocking operations begin, the Engineer will designate test sections of approximately 100 ft~et. The 
· Coritrdctor shall crack the test sections using varying energy and striking patterns until a salisfaclory cracking 
pdtlern is establi>hed. This energy and striking patlern sha'JI then be used for the remainder of the project, 
unle>s the Engineer determines that a satisfactory cracking pattern is no longer being produced. Adjustments shall 
then be made to the energy and/or striking pattern as necessary to re-establish a satisfactory cracking paLLern. 
T11e Contractor sha 11 furnish and apply water to the test area lo dampen the pavement fol lowinu cracking, lo 
enhdnce visual clelerrnination of the cracking pattern. The Contractor shall furnish anrJ apply ·-iater to check 
stations, u> directed by the Engineer, to verify that the specified crdck pattern is being maintained. This will 
normally be once a day. Furnishing and applying this water will Ile incidental, and it will not be paid for 
separately. 
Cracking equipment shall not be operated on a bridge, and areas in a bridge-approach >ection or within J feet of 
a fixed object sha 11 not be cracked. 
Befor·e opening Lo traffic, areas of cracked pavement shall be cleaned of loose or spal.led material by s>-ieeping 
and by blowing joints and cracks with compressed air. This cleaning shall he r·epeated, as necessary, until the ACC 
resurfacing is placed. 
1023.05 PAVEl'f:PCT SEATING. Seating of the cracked pavement shall be done as shown on the plans and as required 
by the E~gineer. . . 
The cracked pavement shall be rolled until seating of the cracked pavement is assured to the satisfaction of the 
Engineer. The intentions are to weight the roller sucl\1 that satisfactory seating can b.e reasonably assured by one 
complete coverage by the roller and to accomplish seating with a minimum damage to ·aggregate interlock at the 
cracks. The weight of the roller and the rolling pattern, including laps, will. be established by the Engineer, based 
on one or more initial test sections. 
1023.06 lll\SE REPAIR. Befor·e the ACC overlay is placed, the cracked and seated pavement shall be prepared and 
r.epaired in accord with 2212.04, if required by the contract. 
1023.07 SUSDRAINS. If subdrain work is included in the contract, the subdrains shall be constructed as 
designated. This work shall be completed in an area before ACC overlay is placed in that area. 
· 1023.08 RESURFACING. The prepared base shall be resurfaced as shown on the plans and with the courses or lifts 
designated therein. Leveling courses may be designated on the plans or required by the Engineer, and these shall be 
compacted with Class II compaction . 
. 1023.09 SHOULDER CONSTRUCTION. The shoulders shall be constructed as .shown on the plans. Shoulder work shall 
be staged so as to provide surface drainage to all areas from which the existing ACC overlay has been removed or 
where the existing pavement has been cracked. 
1023.10 LIMITATIONS. The Contractor shall use every reasonable means to protect persons and vehicles from 
injur·y or· damage lhal might occur because of his operations. During the constr·uction, the Contractor shal I provide 
such traffic control as required by the plans. Articles 1107 .08 and 1107 .09 shall also apply. 
The• road shall be kept open to traffic. Except when an accelerated work schedule is required, no ""ork will be 
permiltec.J on Sundays and holidays. The Contractor may restrict traffic to one lanr. fr·om 1/2 hour after sunrise lo 
1/2 hour· before sunset but shall perrnit traffic to pass safely at all limes, except for occasional, unavoidable 
interrupLions. Equipment shall not extend into a lane open to traffic except the minimum distance necessary to 
perfonn the r0quired wor·k in the closed lane. 
This wor·( should be carefully staged to minimize the time public traffic is to drive on pavement where the 
pJvemenl work i~ only partially completed. The removal of existing ACC overlay shall not be started more than ?. 
weeks bdore Lhe ·succeeding operation is scheduled to begin. The pavement cracking shall not be staded more than z 
weeks before the ove~lay operation of the cracked and seated area is scheduled to begin. 
Crocked dnd seated areas are to be overlaid with the full thickness of ACC, required by the contract, before a 
winter >u>pen>ion. 
The Contractor's attention is directed to 1105.13. lf the operation of the seating roller over a culver·t is to 
be re>lricted according to Paragraph G, this will be so designated on the plans. 
1023.11 METHOD a= 1-EASUREMENT. The Engineer will calculate the area of Cracking and Seating, satisfactorily 
cor:1pl.:ted, from the length and the nominal width. For areas cracked and sealed according to the plans, the plan 
qudntity sha'll be used. 
1023.12 Bl\SIS a= PAYMENT. For the number of square yards of Cracking and Sealing completed, the Contractor 
wi 11 be paid the contract price per square yard. This payment will be ful 1 compensation for cracking and seating and 
for furnishing all materials, equipment, and labor therefore. 
The "'or·k involved in removal of existing ACC overlay by scarification, pl'eparation and repair of base, subdrain 
con>truction, ACC resurfacing and shoulder construction will be measured and paid for in accord with the Standard 
Specifications. 
·~ 
·' 
Fo1rn H2000i' 
12·1 H·3783 
:.• . 
....... 
~'t;.. Iowa Department 
~.., of Transportation DAILY PLANT REPORT '·.,. 
BITUMINOUS TREATED BASE.ASPHALT TREATED BASE.ASPHALT CONCRETE 
County ~-~~~'t----­
P,ojecf 
Date 2./g/ g&, 
Repon No _,_ ________ _ 
U9 $/«.(YI £:..1 C • Plant Location /J. :f /a 11 1 J /) 
Plant Type Dr ll ·(Y\ Make /l5 le,. c_ . Resident Enginee/r _,_L.-"J--'CJ.,c.-'-~-f..r"'--.. ·--'8""'-"...,,'-'"'"<'~j+"'Cl,,__•]_, _____ _ 
Mix Type B ClassB:">d.e..c Size .Y.y,, Crushed Aggr. Sources( r, L.sf I -5/'....1 c), ··PS . Cd_o..1 k L. · n1..e. s-/.o ·1 i: ..... __l.,_£J'-'l. .. L1_ 
Contracior 
Aspha 11 Source j{""'o'""c""-,_b,__ _ __,,Q~rr-.~.=C!-~\--.~q~...,1,_,,\/~L~·----S--'a_n-'-d--'S'--'o'--'u_rc-'--e'--'s~b~~-· ~H~---'F:~--'-· /"/~/_,__, pr/'---_____ P_la_n,,_t ~O~oe_ra_te_d _______ /_._' ..)~..,_O __ A_. ~-~--t_o ____ ~_! _3_0 __ P_._M. 
/ SAMPLES SUBMITTED 
Per 8r1tch or Rev. 
Lab Den ,:/. '3 3 
SIEVE ANALYSIS OF COMBINED AGGREGATES 
Pen. 
Lb. 
Total Aggregate 
Per Bmch or Rev. 
DENSITY RECORD SOLID DEN 
SAMPLES SUBMITTED 
Lb. Intended %A.C. Tank ~Aeas. ~ 
,.;. 3 y _;2, A5PHAL T MATERIALS AND AGGREGATE DELIVERIES 
I Station c Reier I Date Loid · ( 1) Density % Density % Voids Grnde Car Or Tr. No. Tickei No. I 'i1rne l.in!:);,.::1 . .-c I Ou;-1n:1:•: 
-;B'::;-;-,, -:-d .. -e.=r====~:l=.Y:=5=/='-=&=$=:=9=· 6==L=/=:1=::9:--:/~ -ff_. -/~-_-S'=(..,=:=/:..3/-=.y=:-=,J'-'---==._i=~=:==Y,=(,,=·=/===={,,=.-_,_i../ --:-_ --!trlt-----'=/J=C.=-=/=C--1_ -----:!---"-5-:::-J.--::ff':----t--/-'-/~3::-3----, 9/ fi / Y (,, j ..5 J 0 2 Iv??~ if , ...is H- I 13/y ,J.25 ye,. 6, 5; '1 /J.C.,/o I (;,2"/ /<-/-../(., I 1/:Jo 1i,,11 _-Sj/(,., 
----~--+l3_/~3~~-Y_7_r1-~_·l~·-L_r--+l _____ +.z._7'J_Y_1~?~--~~ .... l·-+---9'--''.9.~--/,..---t--J'~.~-!~-tt---'-'_~~~;--..5_1_0 ___ r __ /_-../~<,,L-~1· _____ ~/:3of~, ..5t'o.~l~ ~_z ~10 110 l < /- I :1.. 2 . .2'-/ '74. I G,. '/ i ' ====~_,_I._-_ -+-_,_I =~-=--+-1---t---i-=--"-'--'--1-~-1-~----!l,__ __ il I l--
! !___ I I 1·-
----i:·---1 l!-----+---+----+----1---_,,I_ ----1----+-------~~-1=---=-~-
---~j·_----+-I --1~--. I 1------_ 
TEMPERATURE RECORD 
Time 
Fines/Bitumen Fla.tic ::: 
Ave.% Voids= 5 _ 7J 
0.1. (Density)= 
(Show C31Culation) 
:: 
'16.-? 2 - 9'5 
9'?. / - f'..5. 7 
COMMENTS: Ocl;iys. Breakdowns. Corrective Action etc. 
· Thickness: { 1) Actual. (2) ln1cnded 
!Ji!um1nous Treated Base: Enter% tAoisture in% Voids Column 
:.. 
/. 7:.l 
3,y = 
PRODUCTION AND PLACEMENT RECORD 
Comments: 
0·.50 
)> 
"O 
"O 
C1l 
::::l 
)< 
(} 
I 
N 
0 
Form 820007 5-85 H-2086 
~'- Iowa Department ~1 of Transportation 
::·'.· 
··.· .. 
Coun:y 5h e,,/ b 1/ 
<R.5·0. ·<_ ra). - ·1 r_· .. ,,./3 ProjecV \ I l../ .2 .. ;{ • 5. DAILY PLANT REPORT 
BITUMINOUS TREATED BASE.ASPHALT TREATED BASE.ASPHALT CONCRETE Date 2_[:z 3/:!c;, 
1 / Report No. --'.,...._'l~CJ~-------
Plant Location _f±Ci_\~<'_/~~--~T_/? __ -____________ .,-------,=----~---------
Make /1-S T ,EC Resident Engineer ~L~J~rY_l_~G,~·-~l.~?:~'-~'~c-"'-+l~Cl~~-----Cb rt L ;·me .5 ;z.; )"') .e. Recycle Source ________ J ________ % Size _Y;~; .?-__ Crushed Aggr. Sources 
Asehalt Source MJ c...h Gm("~bg 
' 
/1/ .E Sand Sources ~. f} F. '"''"'-/- Plant Ooerated "): 30 A.M. to ')/:oo P.M. 
SIEVE ANALYSIS OF COMBINED AGGREGATES SAMPLES SUBMITTED SAMPLES SUBMITTED 
SAMPLE SIEVE ND.· 'lo PASSING Materials Senders No. Ma1erials Senders No. 
JOB MIX FORMULA Y%o /Yf,3 ~5' ?13.:f2 37' l'j:j 7 9!.J.. 0-D ;l."U,.z !/) : >' 20 /J;p /le-/() -</CJ /;JC 
No. Time Compliance 11,i.., 1 y, 'h 
" 
4 8 16 30 50 tOO 200 //1 ; ")( . .:JOR /l c /{) ..</ / --9 c. 
scr:..s-L t:DD (' C"""/ y 98 'if(,. t,,5 51 39 ;2(,, I :z lo. 9 57 111 ' y' "')() r. 
c 5 s -.£Ii ,RC.5.5-I/-/ 
l5n<> "H' T"""I~""' - JS! 
Asphalt Cement /? C /Q 
Per Batch or Rev 
Grade 
Lb 
Total Aggrega:e 
Per Balch or Rev· 
Intended Added ----- % _.;_c_ 
Intended Total Tank Meas ~ Lb . , . 
Lab. Oen. ,/. 35 DENSITY RECORD SOLID DEN. .:(, L./ 3 ~ ASPHALT MATERIALS AND AGGREGATE DELIVERIES 
Course Laid Station CReler Dale Laid . (1) Density % Density % Voids Grade Car Or Tr. No. Ticket No. Time Unloadt!d Oua·r-11iiy 
Su." ~q(' <2... 517' ,. .3 s /9./ J..T 9/;J J/8'!o /Y..:i.. ;<.2r:; 97 . ..; &. I /?C../o ..52Y I 7?'/ /,;J .' 3 () 5 Jiv..2. 
,, SJ.fa 1- '1:2 /./ L.T ,, ; 3/r .,1.30 9 7, 'l .s. 7 /J (~/{) [lo ;i.. I 7'( I .::1:3o .S!f.:J..(p 
,, 539.,..3·3 ""/.! <. r ' I I //.'.2- ~ . .:<5 95.7 7. 7 
" 5l.&. 1-<J I y. g lT , ' JYz· } .J.(.,, 9(,,. I '}, 3 
,, Si3 r'/~ ;/.2.L.T I ' /§/f :?.2/f 9'7. a 1..,,,5 
TEMPERATURE RECORD PRODUCTION ANO PLACEMENT RECORD 
Time fJ 7-cV 9 11 1 3 5 • (2) Side 
Air 5'1 s~ 58 6-g._ b6 //';2 LT 
A.G. 3o.5 1/t) 300 300 .71/D 
I Course Laid From S1,11ion 10 S1a1ion Tons Todrty I Tons To D<1te 
I# • 12$ SL\!~~ki-~c~e~~~~o~~~-~~~-~-·---~5_F_5_~_g_o__,,_l_o_V_l_.G_._2 ___ ~_3_7~/~%_._~_l __ 
I I 
~roqale 
Mix "jJO 3/() 3uO .290 3'00 
Mat 290 :J.?o 2/15 2'?0 :n<o 
---·,I--S-p-rin-k-le-----·-·--·-- i-35 0 3--1 /y_-§~/g- ---~-------"'-'~~~"'-=..J..~-'='-=---'--_u___......J __ 1_. ------::LJ_.LJ:_ v, l ''.· -~1-·~ __ a_[ 1G -i- 30 l.__2Q__] tOO J 200 
_s-. 7 /. 
0
? Comments: L_l_ _L_~-~-~1. __ j ___ L_L_ 
Fines/8itun1en Ra1io = T.57 -
Ave.% Field Voids= &,.f.t,(p 
Lab% Voids = ( 3, Z7 J 
0.1. (Density)= 
(Show Calculation) 
9&. y "J... - 9s. o 
97ff - 9S. 7 
COMMENTS: Delays, Breakdowns. Corrective Action etc. 
· Thickness: ( 1) Actual. (2) Intended 
Bituminous Treated Base: Enter% Moisture in% Voids Column .28'3 9 
lnsoector 
)> 
-0 
-0 
ro 
::J 
0... 
>< 
(} 
I 
N 
N 
~-----------------------------------------------
WESTERN ENGINEERING Co. INC. Appendix D-1 PAGE 22 
BO.< 350 
HARLAr-l. IQWA 51 537 THE ROAD RU;;NER5 
D Revised Report 
Changes Lab. No. 
.. ASJJHAL T PAVING $PECIAL/STS .. ~ ; . ~ . 
~·(·,;:'. OFF. 7 ~;~7~~- 5191 . 25 FOOT CALIFORNIA PROFILOMETER 
;;.!~'l_ ·~----------------------------------------------------, 
Preliminary D ·' lntermedi;ne Final D 
. ~j 
[~~For Information Only 
Lab. No. WECO 1)0 
Date Reported 9-24-86 
Tested at: '/, Point I XX) 
Tested Sy L. E. Hol tm er 
Route No. US # 59 
Date Paved _,_9_--'-1--'7=-=8=6~---­
Wh eel Track D 
Project No. ~59~-4~( 2~2~) _-_-.."-2G--8~J _______ _ 
County ---"S---'-h_e_l_b__..y~{~8-J'-') _________ _ 
Contractor Western Engineering Company, Inc. 
T rac·e Reduced By 1. E. H ol tm er 
Date 9-19-86 
Date 9-22-86 
Primary Schedule A 
Primary Schedule 8 
Second.ary § 
Municipal 
Other ·. 
PCC Slip Form 
PCC Fixed Form 
PCC Bonded Overlay 0 
PCC Unbonded Overlay 0 
PCC Patches D 
ACC Paving 
ACC Resurlacinq .~ 
ACC Patches 0 
Roadway Type: 2-Lane [Ml 4-Lane D Ramp D Other ___________ ~ 
N.8. CM 
Inside Lane 
Centerline 
Length 
(Miles) 
; 1 
. 1 
.1 
.1 
.1 
.1 
.1 
.1 
. 1 
.021 
. 902 
E.8. D 
D 
D 
. Measured 
/'Roughness 
(Inches) 
. 55 
.10 
~; 20 
.20 
.15 
.20 
.25 
.40 
. 60 
.20 
2.85 
Profile Index 
(Inches/Miles) 
5.5 
1. 0 
2.0 
2.0 
1. 5 
2.0 
2.5 
4.0 
6.0 
9.524 
J.1596 
Direction ~ S.S. D 
(4-Lane Only) --+ 
(Patches Only) --+-
O~tside Lane 
'/,Point 
Location 
(Station) 
Length 
(Miles) 
Measured 
Roughness 
(Inches) 
Northbound lane on US #59 406 + 69 to 
456 + 10 
This is Lo certify tl1at all 
testing and trace reduction 
herein described has been 
performed according to 
applicable contract specif i-
cations and requirements. 
\ ./_/0 //-
. d c.J/. /'\, ',.--{>N-. s1gne · , · .. 
Station /. ~ '/,"Bump Locations --+ Station 
C. Potter - Ames 
Copies RCE - Red Oak 
District Materials - Atlantic 
File 
W.8. D 
D 
~ 
Profile ~ndex 
(Inches/Miles) 
WEST.EHN ENGINEEHING Co. INC.· Appendix D-2 
BOX 350 
HARLAN. IOWA 51 537 THE ROAD RUNNERS 
PAGE 23 
··ASPHALT PAVING SPECl.A.USTS .. 
PHONE 
OFF. 712·755·5191. 
~ 'is FOOT CALIFORNIA PROFILOMETER D Revised. Report Changes Lab. No. 
For Information Only Preliminary ,, lnterm.ediate X Final D 
Lab. No. WECO 131 Route No. _U_S_#.,,..5~9--,----___ _ 
Date Reported 9-24-86 Date Paved _9,_-=1=8=-=8~6 ____ _ 
Project No. _F_R_-_5"-'9'---4_(,,._2.:...2~),_-_-_2G-'-.J __ -_8_J<--------
Cou n ty __ S_h_e_l_b~Y~~~8_J~l __________ _ 
/ 
Tes:ei:J at: •;. Point IXX I Wheel Track 0 Contractor Western Engineering Company, 
Date 9-19 86 
Date 9 · 22 -86 
Inc. 
Tested By L. E. Hol tmyer 
Trace' Reduced By L. E. Hol tm er 
Primary Schedule A 
Primary Schedule B 
Secondary § 
Municipal 
Other . 
Roadway Type: 2-Lane W 
N.B. Iii] E B. D 
Inside Lane D 
Centerline D 
PCC Slip Form . 
PCC Fixed Form 
PCC Bonded Overlay D 
PCC Unbonded Overlay D 
PCC Patches D 
4-Lane D Ramp D 
Direction ~ 
(4-Lane Only) ~ 
(Patche9 Only) ~ 
ACC Paving 
ACC Resurlacinq CXXJ 
ACC Pat.Ches 0 
Other ___________ ~ 
S.S. D 
Outside Lane 
'/,Point 
W.8. D 
D 
~ 
Length 
(Miles). 
Measured 
Roughness 
(Inches) 
Profile Index 
(Inches/Miles) 
Location 
(S)ati9n) 
Length 
_(Miles) 
Measured 
Roughness 
(Inches) 
Profile Jndex 
(Inches/Miles) 
..... 
.• ! 1 
. 1 
.1 
.1 
.1 
.1 
.1 
.1 
. 1 
.OJ4 
.9J4 
Copies 
. 60 
.20 
.25 
. 40 
.65 
. 60 
.15 
.20 
.10 
.15 
J.JO 
Station 
C. Pott.er Ames__./-
RCE · Red Oak 
Di s t . M at . - A t 1 an ti. c 
File. 
6.0 
2.0 
2.5 
4.0 
6.5 
6.0 
1.5 
2.0 
1. 0 
4.412 
J.532 
Northbound lane on US #59 456 + 10 to 
505 + 40 
Thi~ is--to-z;;ii-ty that-;// _____ 
1 testi~g and trace reduction / 
herein described has been ! 
perf?rmed according to 
ap~l1cable contract specifi-
cations and requirements. 
' ,,//~ //. signed~ ~/.-~Z-!~.~-"'-
(_,/ --
~ 'h'' Bump Locations ~ Station 
\Vss··rERN ENGINEEHING Co. INC. 
Box 350 
HARLAN. tQWA 51537 THE ROAD RUNNERS 
./ 
Appendix D-3 PAGE 24 
D Revised Report ~ ,25 FOOT CALIFORNIA PROFILOMETER .. ASPHALT PAVING SPECIALISTS .. PHONE 
OFF. 712·755·5191. 
Changes Lab. No. 
For Information Only .n 
Lab. No .. WEX:O 1JJ 
Date Reported 9-24-86 
Tes'ted at: •1; Point !XX J 
Tesled By L. E. 
Trace Reduced By L. E. 
Primary Schedule A l1Q:J 
Primary Schedule B LJ 
Secondary § 
Municipal 
Other. 
Preliminary n ,1 
Roule No. US #59 
Date Paved _9-<----.....:2=0=-=8~6 ____ _ 
Wheel Tr2ck D 
Hol tmver 
Holtmver 
PCC Slip Form U 
PCC Fixed Form LJ 
PCC Bonded Overlay 0 
PCC Unbonded Overlay D 
PCC Patches D 
Intermediate ITT Final D 
Project No. __:cF_R~-5"-9::....-4_(}"0"2.::._2.::..)(----....c2.::..G=---8c...J.__ ____ _ 
County __ ~S~h.::..e~l~b::..J..y_)..~~8~J~l--'---------~ 
Con Ir ac I 0 r _w_e..:.s...ct_e....,:rn __ E.....:n~g_,_i..:.n:..:._e_e_r_i_n_,_g,,__C_o_m_p.._an;:._,.,_Y_,_r _I_n_c • 
Oat e --2..:ZJ_--=8-=6 __ _ 
Date _2-2J-86 
ACC Paving LJ 
ACC Resurlacinq W 
ACC Patches LJ 
Roadway Type: 2-Lane ~ 4-Lane D Ramp D Other ___________ _ 
N.8. D E.B. D 
Inside Lane D 
Centerline 
Length 
(Miles) 
D 
Measured 
/' Roughness 
(Inches) ·-· 
+--
~ 
-+---
Profile Index 
.(I nches/l\tj.i le.s) 
Southbound lane 406 + 69 to 4J8 + 65 
frace ran Horth to South 
Paved South to North 
Station 
C. Potter - Ames 
Cop•es RCE - Red Oak 
Dist. Materials - Atlantic 
I?ile 
Direction 
(4-Lane Only) 
(Patches Only) 
Location 
(Station) 
~ 
~ 
~ 
Length 
(Miles) 
.1 
.1 
.1 
. 1 
. 1 
.091 
. 591 
s.s. lxxl w.s. D 
Outside Lane D 
'/.Point ~ 
Measured 
Roughness 
(Inches) 
.25 
.JO 
.JO 
.85 
.80 
. 55 
3.05 
Profile )ndex 
(Inches/Miles) 
2.5 
J.O 
J.O 
8.5 
8.0 
6.04 
5.161 
This is to certify that all 
testing and trace reduction 
herein described has been 
performed according to 
applicable contract specifi-
cations and rrq~.i,re~t,~.;_..'.'.' ,.,,..~--"'."/'// ~" 
---· .... 5. i q _n e d~,;' :_ .p/ )1'v£7:?.1 
•;," Bump Locations Station 
WESTE''RN ENGINEEHING Co. INC. Appendix 0-4 PAGE 25 
80>. 350 
HARL,a.N. IOY..-" Si 537 THE ROAD RUNNERS 
''ASPHALT PAVING SPE.CIALISiS'' 
OFF, 712·755·5191. 
~ 25 FOOT CALIFORNIA PROFILOMETER D Revised Report Changes Lab. No. 
For Information Only n Preliminary D lnlermediate m Final D 
Route No. US # 59 Project No. FR-59-4(22)-.-2G-8J 
County Shelby ~8JL 
/ 
La:i No. h'ECO 1}4 
Date Reported 9-24-86 
'"Point !xx) Tes:ed'at: 
Date Paved 9-22 -86 
Wheel Traci< 0 Contractor Western Engineering Company, Inc. 
Tested By L. E Hol tmver Date 9-2)-86 
Trace Reduced By _1_.,...,.-E-..i.-__,_,H~o=l'-"""tm~1v~e~r,,__ ______ -.--.---------------~-.--
Primary Schedule A W PCC Slip Form LJ 
Date --"-9_-_2~J_-8_6 _ _ 
ACC Paving LJ 
ACC Resurlacinq @ Primary Schedule B LJ PCC Fixed Form LJ 
Secondar; § PCC Bonded Overlay D 
Municipal PCC Unbonded Overlay D 
Other ·. PCC Patches D 
ACC Patches 0 
Roadway Type: 2-Lane [Xi] 4-Lane D Ramp D 
N.B. D E.B D 
Inside Lane 
Centerline 
D 
D 
Length 
(Miles) 
Measured 
Roughness 
(Inches) 
Profile Index 
(Inches/Miles) 
Southbound lane 4)8 + 65 to 505 + 45 
I'race ran North to South 
Paved South to North 
This is ·Lo certify tl1a·L all 
testing and trace reduction 
herein described has been 
performed according to 
applicable contract specif i-
cations and req~ire,e~ts; j 
sign ed.:~~;{t//f~ .. "-~I 
'------:...-------'-'----:-4 ....... -:_. __ 
<~----·· 
C. Potter _st~t~o;s /__. 
Copies RCE - Red Oak 
Dist. Mat. - Atlantic 
File 
---------------------·--·-_--,,-. 
Direction --?-
(4-Lane Only) -+-
{Patches Only) ~ 
Local ion 
(Station) 
'/, .. Bump Locations 
Length 
(Miles) 
.1 
. 1 
. 1 
. 1 
. 1 
. 1 
.1 
. 1 
.1 
.1 
. 1 
. 1 
.064 
1 ~264 
s.s. 1xx1 
Outside Lane 
'/,Point 
Measured 
Roughness 
(Inches) 
.JO 
.00 
.15 
.85 
. 60 
,35 
. 55 
.80 
. 95 
,95 
1.10 
. 60 
.05 
7. 25 
Station 
W.B. D 
D 
~ 
Profile Index 
(Inches/Miles) 
J.O 
0.0 
1. 5 
8.5 
6.0 
J.) 
5.5 
8.0 
9-5 
9,5 
11.0 
6.0 
'. 78 
5.7357 
I •• 
!?. 2~ 
I' " 
35 
:z 
.:,; 
i'RCGRAM NUM6ER- P2220050 
COMPUTER RlN DATE- 0~-04-86 
COUNTY- SHEL t3 Y 
U.S. ROUTE •••••• OOSJ 
PAV EM ENT TYPE ••• PC 
M-i' srns l SENS 2 
409.0JO 
410.COO 
411.0,JO 
412.COO 
413.COC 
414.000 
415.000 
416.CJO 
417.COC 
418.00C 
419.COC 
420.COC 
421.COO 
422. coo 
423.COC 
424.COC 
425.CCO 
425.500 
426.000 
426.500 
427.COC 
4 2 7. 50 0 
428.COC 
428.500 
429.000 
429. 5~Jo 
4 30. 000 
430. 500 
431.COO 
431.500 
4 3 2. OU 0 
432. 500 
433.000 
433.500 
434.COC 
43't.500 
435.000 
435. 500 
4.36.COO 
436.500 
437.000 
4 3 7. 50 c 
438.COC 
43[).500 
439.000 
439.500 
441.000 
442.000 
443.000 
444.000 
L .40 
1.20 
l. 50 
L. 40 
l. 20 
l.30 
l. 20 
l.30 
l. l 0 
l. 20 
l. 20 
1. 40 
l. 50 
l. 50 
1 .60 
1 .60 
l. 70 
1. 40 
1 .40 
l. 50 
2.00 
2. 7 0 
2.20 
l.JO 
L.00 
1. 10 
l. 3 :J 
l. l 0 
l. 20 
l. 10 
1. 20 
1. 00 
l. l 0 
l. 10 
l. 30 
l. 40 
l. 30 
1. 50 
l. 50 
1. (;0 
1. 20 
1. 30 
1.40 
i. eo 
2.00 
2.00 
1. 20 
1). <;;) 
EC INNING MP .••• 407.50 
NO!NG MP ••••••. )•J0.00 
o.~PUTEO MILES •. '12.50 
NORTHBOUND 
SENS 3 
l .10 
C.90 
l. l 0 
l .co 
1.00 
l .oo 
1.00 
1.00 
0.90 
l .oo 
l.00 
.. 
l . 20 
l. 30 
l . 2 0 
1 .40 
l . 1,0 
[. 50 
I. 10 
1.20 
l. 20 
l. 70 
l. BO 
1. 90 
l .oo 
C.80 
SENS '• 
0. <;O 
C.80 
1. 00 
J.80 
0. BG 
o.so 
0.80 
0.80 
0.80 
0.80 
0.90 
l. 00 
1. 10 
1. 00 
l. 20 
1. 20 
l. 20 
1. 00 
l. co 
1. 00 
L.50 
1. 70 
l. 70 
0.80 
O.cC 
OFFICE OF MATE~!AlS 
P. C .'1 D R.~ TE.~ 
LAR NO •••••• RA6-5'13J · 
YEAR SUILT.. 1970 
DATE TESTED. 08-18-86 
KOAO RATEH DfFLtCTllJN (M!LSl 
S. R. 
4.02 
4.56 
3.80 
t,. 02 
4.56 
4. 27 
4.56 
4.27 
'•. c; 0 
1+. 56 
4.56 
·4.02 
J.80 
3.80 
3. 60 
3.60 
4.02 
'• .02 
3.80 
3.00 
2.34 
2.77 
4. 27 
5.30 
SO! L K 
125. 
155. 
10 7. 
125. 
155. 
l 41. 
l 5 5. 
141. 
169. 
L 5 5. 
l 55. 
12 5. 
l 07. 
l 73. 
89. 
89. 
68. 
18 5. 
12 5. 
107. 
'38. 
l 81. 
50. 
141. 
182. 
SENS l 
l. 7 0 
l. 70 
1. 60 
l. 70 
1.60 
1 . 30 
l. 20 
1. 20 
l. 3 0 
1.30 
[. 50 
1. 50 
1. 80 
1. 60 
2. 10 
l. 50 
1. 30 
2.00 
2.30 
1. 90 
1.60 
2 .2 0 
l. ·JO 
2 .oo 
l .60 
Tt STS 
r>E/\THER CLOUO 
OllS •••• hiOHEY JONES 
TIME ••• 10:45 
SE NS 2 
1 . 60 
1 • rJO 
l . 50 
1. 60 
1. 50 
l. 20 
l . l 0 
1. l 0 
1. 20 
l. 20 
1.40 
l. 40 
l. 70 
1. 50 
2.00 
l. 40 
l. 70 
1. 'JO 
2.20 
l . 80 
l. so 
2. 10 
1. 80 
1. 90 
1. 50 
SOUTH!30UNO 
SENS 3 
1. 50 
l. 50 
1. 40 
l . 50 
l . 30 
l. l 0 
1.00 
L. 00 
SENS 4 
l. 10 
1.10 
l. 30 
l. 30 
l. 60 
1. 30 
l. 80 
1. 30 
l; 60 
l. 80 
2. 10 
l • 7 0 
1. 40 
2.00 
1.70 
1. 80 
l. 30 
l. 20 
l. l 0 
l. 20 
1. 1 G 
0.'10 
0.'30 
0.80 
0.90 
0.90 
l. l 0 
1.20 
l. 40 
1. 10 
l. 60 
1. 00 
1.50 
1.60 
l. 80 
1. 50 
1.20 
1.70 
1.50 
l. 60 
1.20 
FRE\J. HZ ... 30 
OISP % ••••• 68 
TEST ·TYPE •• SI 
)> 
-0 
-0 
<D 
::i 
a.. 
>< 
rT1 
I 
S. R. 
3.43 
3. 4.3 
SOIL K 
68. 
68. 
89. 
68. 
89. 
REMARKS. 
3.60 
3.43 
3.60 
1+. 27 
4.56 
4.56 
4.27 
4 .27 
3 .[JO 
3.80. 
3.27 
3.60 
2. [)[) 
3.80 
3.27 
3.00 
2.67 
3.13 
3.60 
2. 7 7 
3.13 
3.00 
3.60 
14 1. 
15 5. 
155. 
141. 
141. 
107. 
107. 
50. 
89. 
50. 
107. 
50. 
50. 
50. 
50. 
89. 
50. 
50. 
50. 
89. 
: . .: . 
N 
CJ) 
; r·· 
' 
' r 
- ;-: 
i; " 
;.; 
JZ 
:J 
.) 
;;· 
-· :..: 
4 1t 5. Ot1 G 
1146.0IJO 
447.000 
4 4 8. O•J 0 
449.COC 
450.COO 
'451.CCO 
452.CCO 
453.CCC 
454.0GG 
455.CGO 
456.CGO 
457.0:JO 
45il.OGO 
459.COO 
460.000 
461.COC 
462.000 
463.COO 
464.000 
465.COC 
466.00C 
467.COO 
'•6 8. 00 0 
469. coo 
470.GOO 
471.COC 
472.COC 
473.COO 
474.0CC 
475.000 
476.000 
477.COO 
478.000 
479.COC 
480.COO 
481.CCC 
482.000 
483.COO 
484.00C 
485.000 
485.500 
486.COO 
486.500 
487.000 
487.500 
488.000 
488. 500 
489.COC 
489.500 
490.CCC 
490.500 
49[.000 
491.500 
492.0 1)0 
492. 500 
493.000 
493.500 
119 1 •• coc 
49<,. soc 
49S.COC 
49S.5JO 
496.COO 
496. soo 
l .40 
l .60 
1. 40 
1 . J 0 
l. 40 
1. 20 
l .60 
1. JO 
l. 1-t 0 
l. 4 c 
i . 7 0 
l . 40 
l • 4 0 
l. 40 
1.50 
l. 50 
1. 50 
L. 50 
1. 50 
l. 20 
l. 20 
l. 20 
1 • l 0 
l. 80 
l. 40 
1 • 2 0 
l. 50 
l. 60 
l. 50 
1 . :~ 0 
1. 5i) 
L 20 
[. 10 
l. 30 
[. 30 
1.00 
[. 50 
l. 20 
l. 30 
l. 30 
l. 60 
l. 30 
l. 30 
l. 30 
1.40 
1. 40 
1. 40 
[. 40 
1. 4 0 
[. 10 
l. lO 
1. 10 
l. 00 
]. 7 0 
l. 30 
l. l 0 
l. 40 
[. 50 
[. 30 
l. 30 
1.30 
1 . 10 
l .JO 
1. 10 
1 .GO 
1 • l 0 
1. 20 
0.90 
l • 4 0 
1 . 10 
1. 20 
l. 20 
l . 50 
l . 2 0 
1. 20 
l. 10 
1. 30 
1.20 
1. 20 
1.10 
l. 20 
l .oo 
l. 00 
l .oo 
0.80 
1. 50 
l . l 0 
l .co 
1. 30 
l. 40 
l. 20 
l . 10 
1.10 
0.90 
l . l 0 
0.90 
o. c;o 
o.c;o 
1. 00 
0.80 
1. 20 
0.90 
0.90 
1. l 0 
1. 30 
[. 00 
1. 00 
0.90 
1. GO 
[. 00 
1.00 
0.90 
a.so 
0.80 
0.80 
0. 80 
0.70 
[. 20 
l. co 
o. eo 
l . 00 
l . 20 
a.so 
o.so 
0.90 
3.60 
4.02 
4. 27 
4.02 
4.02 
4.56 
3.60 
'•. 02 
f,. 0 2 
4.02 
4.02 
4.02 
3.80 
3.80 
3.80 
3.80 
3.80 
4. 5 6 
4.56 
4.56 
4.90 
3. 2 7 
4. 0 2 
4.S6 
3.80 
3.60 
3.80 
'•. 02 
4. 0 2 
l 2 5. 
89. 
l 8 5. 
l'-16. 
12 5. 
l 2 5. 
206. 
89. 
141. 
125. 
12 5. 
68. 
12 5. 
125. 
12S. 
l 0 7. 
107. 
107. 
l 07. 
107. 
l 5 5. 
l 5 5. 
15 5. 
169. 
so. 
12 5. 
l 5 s. 
l07. 
:39. 
l 73. 
12 5. 
125. 
l. 50 
1. 80 
l . 70 
1 . 4 0 
1.40 
1. 30 
1. 50 
1. 50 
1.60 
l .40 
1.60 
1. 50 
1. so 
l. 80 
1.40 
1. 50 
1. 40 
l .60 
l. 50 
1.20 
1. 20 
1.20 
l. 80 
1. 70 
1.40 
1. 40 
1. 50 
2.20 
1. 50 
l. 40 
1. 50 
1. '10 
2.00 
1. 70 
l. 60 
1. 30 
l. 30 
[. 20 
l. 40 
l • 40 
[. 50 
l. 30 
l. 50 
l. 40 
l. 40 
l. 70· 
l. 30 
[. 40 
l. 30 
l. 40 
l . 40 
l. 10 
l. 00 
1. 10 
1.60 
l. 60 
1. 20 
l. 20 
l. 40 
2. 10 
1. 40 
l. 20 
l. 40 
1.30 
1. 80 
1 . 50 
1.40 
l . 20 
l. 20 
l. 00 
1. 30 
l. 30 
1. 40 
1. 10 
1. 40 
1. 30 
l. 30 
l. so 
1. 20 
l. 20 
1.10 
l. 20 
l • 20 
1.00 
0.90 
1. 00 
l : 50 
1. 40 
1. 10 
l. 10 
l. 30 
2.00 
1.30 
1. 10 
l. 30 
l .1)0 J. ,10 
1.50 2.88 
1.20 3.27 
1.00 3.43 
1.00 '•.02 
1.00 4.02 
0.80 4.27 
1.00 .3.80 
1.10 3.80 
1.10 3.60 
0 .'JO 4 . 0 2 
1.30 3.60 
1.00 3.80 
1.10 3.80 
1.10 3.27 
0.90 4.02 
1.00 3.80 
0.90 4.02 
1.00 3.60 
1.00 3.80 
0.70 4.56. 
0.70 4.56 
0.80 4.56 
1.30 3.27 
1.20 3.43 
0.80 4.02 
0.90 4.02 
1.20 3.80 
1.80 2.77 
1.00 3.80 
1.00 4.02 
l. 20 3.80 
l07. 
so. 
50. 
68. 
12 5. 
12 5. 
141. 
l 0 7. 
107. 
89. 
125. 
tl9. 
l 07. 
107. 
,. so. 
125. 
107. 
12 5. 
159. 
l 07. 
155. 
206. 
155. 
127. 
68. 
LBS. 
185. 
107. 
so. 
107. 
Ul5. 
107. 
···\" 
)> 
"O 
"O 
<D 
::i 
0... 
...J. 
x 
rn 
I 
N 
·i. 
)> 
.- 49~·G8Q l .. so I. 7G 1 . i) 0 l. 30 3. 27 50. -0 49 . ::i· IJ 2.30 2 • 10 1.90 1. 60 2.67 50. -0 co 498.COO 2 .oo l. 90 l . 30 l.SO 3.00 50. ~ ::::J 
~~ 498. 51)0 2. 3'0 2.20 2. l 0 l. 80 2.67 so. CL 499.COC l. 60 l. 50 l . (t 0 l. 80 3.60 a9. 
499.500 2.10 2.00 l. 80 1.60 2.88 so. x 
rn 
* * * * * * * * ·* 
::: 
* * 
::; 
* * * * * * 
.. s u M M A R y 0 F 0 A T ;\ * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
,, 
* * * * * * * * * * 
~' 
* * * 
l, 
SENS l 
l 
SE NS 2 SENSJ SENS4 /\VE. 80% AVE. BEG. ENO I DIRECT!rJN STD.DEV. :'1/\X. MIN. AVE. 80'.i: ,~VE. t>.Vt. .wF:. SC I SCI/SENSl SR SR SO fl K TEMP TF. HP 
NCl<TH 0. 2il 2. 71) l . 0 0 .l •I; 6 l . 6 ., l • 3.3 l. l y l. 0 l o. u o. OilS 3.97 3.53 126. 80. 80 • I sourn 0.30 2. 30 l.2C l.6j l. 88 I l • 5 1 l. J9 1. 16 J. 11 0.069 3 • ti 4 3.20 100. 80. 80. CQ,V.[J 0.30 2.70 l . 00 1. 54 1. 79 1. 4 2 l. 29 1. 03 0. 12 0.076 3.81 3.35 113. 
~~~~*rllSTORY***** REMARKS: SECL- SUPERELEVATED CURVE, LOW SIDE. SECH- SUPERELEVATED CURVE, HIGH SIDE 
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PROGRAM NUMBER- P2220050 
COMPUTER RU~ DATE- 10-22-36 
COUNTY- SHELf\Y 
U.S. ROUTE •••••• 0059 
PAVEMENT TYPE •.. COMP 
BEG 1 N NI NG MP. • • . r, 07. 5 0 
ENDING MP ••••••• 500.00 
COMPUTED MILES •• 92.50 
i\'ORTH~QU,\JD 
M-P 
409. 000 
410.000 
411.iJOO 
412.000 
413.COO 
414.000 
415.GOO 
416.COO 
417.GOO 
4113.000 
419.COO 
420.000 
421.000 
422.000 
423.000 
424.000 
425.COO 
425.500 
426.COO 
426.500· 
s ms l SENS 2 SE 'JS 3 SE NS 4 
427. 000 
427. 500 
4 28. coo 
428. 500 ..... 
429.COO 
429.500 
430.000 
430.500 
4 3 l. 00 0 
431.500 
432.000 
4 32. 50 0 
43J.OOO 
433. 500 
4 31,. 00 0 
434.500 
435.000 
435. 500 
436.000 
4 36. 500 
437.00C 
437.500 
438. coo 
438.500 
439.1)00 
439.500 
441.000 
'·42.000 
443.000 
444.000 
0.93 
0.93 
0.90 
0.96 
l. 00 
0.78 
0.70 
0. ll l 
0.70 
0.69 
0. 71 
0.82 
0.94 
0.82 
0.94 
i).90 
0. ill 
0.80 
0.86 
l. l 0 
0.86 
0.8] 
0.86 
0.99 
0.80 
c. 92 
0.92 
o. 86 
0.95 
c. so 
o. 73 
0.68 
o. 76 
•). 64 
0.67 
0.66 
0. 77 
0.89 
o. 77 
0.90 
0.84 
0.76 
0.79 
o.g2 
1. 00 
c. 81 
0.76 
0.83 
0.96 
0.74 
0.87 
0.87 
0.78 
0.72 
0.80 
0.64 
0.57 
0 .6 7 . 
0.59 
0.60 
0.60 
0.70 
... .. . . ~: . 
0. 72. 
0.70 
0.83 
0. 7 5 
0.69 
0.69 
0.76 
0.90 
0.12 
0.69 
0.76 
0.85 
0.63 
0.70 
0 •. 10 
0.64 
0.57 
0.70 
0.53 
0.48 
0. 56 ... 
0. 52 
0. 52 
0.53 
0.61 
0.61 
0.61 
0. 71 
0.66 
0.60 
0.60 
0.65 
0.80 
0.60 
0.60 
0. 66. 
0. 70 
0.53 
OFFICE OF MATERIALS 
RG1\0 RATER 
LAB NO •• ~ ••• RA6-5463 
YEAR BUILT.. 1970 
DATE TESTED~ 10-09-86 
·,. 
ROAD RATER DEFLECTION (M!LSJ 
S. R. 
5. 19 
5. l <; 
5.34 
5.05 
4.86 
6.06 
6.67 
5. 8 7 
6.67 
6.75 
. ''·.· 
6·.ss 
5.80 
5. 14 
.5. 30 
5.34 
5.87 
5. 9.3 
5.56 
4.47 
5.56 
5.74 
5.56 
4.91 
5.93 
SOIL K 
104. 
104. 
146. 
l 00. 
1112. 
l 7l. 
148. 
168. 
190. 
150. 
l 80. 
166. 
150. 
l 66. 
140. 
l 6 5. 
168. 
1.22. 
l 51. 
169. 
16 l. 
182. 
140. 
122. 
1 78. 
SENS l 
0.78 
l. 90 
0.74 
0.9) 
l .1 0 
0.8[ 
0. CJ7 
0.76 
0.70 
0.81 
0.80 
o. 72 
0.88 
0.85 
0.83 
0.93 
1.10 
l. 20 
0.90 
0.90 
1.30 
!. 10 
[. l 0 
l. 20 
TESTS 
\.IE.HHER CLOUD 
OBS- .•• FRETTE JONES 
TIME ••. 07:30 
SOUTHf\OUND 
Sc NS 2 
0.75 
1. 60 
0.70 
o. 92 
l. 00 
0. 77 
o. 96 
I). 72 
0.68 
0. 7 8 
0.76 
SENS 3 
0.67 
l. 30 
0.62 
0.112 
0.90 
0.69 
0.78 
0.64 
0.60 
0. 71 : 
0.70 
0.69 ·:.···--0.63:. 
O.t14 
0.80 
0.79 
0.90 
l. 00 
1. 10. 
0.90 
.o. 8 7 
0. 88 
1.20 
l. 00 
l. 00 
l. 10 
0.75 
0.72 
0. 14 
0.83 
0.90 
1. 00 
o. 84 
0.81 
0.70 
l. 10 
0.90 
0.90 
l. 00 
SENS 4 S. R. 
0.57 6.06 
1.00 2.69 
0.52 6.35 
0.70 5.lCJ 
0.70 4.t,7 
0.57 5.137 
0.64 5.00 
0.5 1• 6.20 
0.52 6.67 
0.60 ·.5.87 
0.60 5.93 
'. ,.9 • 5 5 6 • 5 l 
0.64 5.45 
0.6.3 5.62 
0.64 5.74 
0. 7 l 5. 19 
a.so 4.47 
·O.CJO 4.13 
0. 7 2 5. 1 r, 
.0.70 .5.34 
0.66 5.34 
0.90 3.84 
a.so 4.47 
O.i.lO 4.'t7 
0.'30 ti.13 
FREQ. HZ •.. 30 
DISP % •.••. 68 
TEST TYPE:. SI 
SUIL K 
l 51. 
163. 
16 7. 
1 :)4 • 
169. 
l 5 8. 
99. 
0
-164. 
148. 
159. 
158. 
148. 
l62. 
l 5 5. 
lJO. 
l 6 9. 
15 5. 
l40. 
LJ4. 
122. 
l 41. 
l 6'). 
169. 
l) 5. 
REMARKS 
N 
\.0 
:~ 
,, 
:; 
~.=. 
---~ 
445.00C 
446. me 
1
•
1
.1.0:10 
448. 000 
44g.ooo 
450.000 
451.COO 
452.000 
453.CGO 
454.000 
455.000 
4 Sh. 000 
457.GOO 
458.000 
459.000 
460. 000 
461.000 
462.COO 
463.COO 
464.000 
465.COO 
466.GOO 
467.000 
468.000 
469.COO 
470.000 
471.000 
472.000 
4 73. 000 
474·;ooc 
475.r.oo 
476.COO 
477.000 
478.000 
479.000 
480.000 
481.000 
·····482.000 
483.000 
484.000 
485.000 
485.500 
486. coo 
486.500 
487.COO 
48 7. 500 
483.0JO 
48"3. 500 
489. coo 
489.500 
490. coo 
490.500 
1
•91.000 
491. 500 
1
.92. ooo 
492. 500 
493.000 
493. 500 
494.000 
494.500 
495. GOO 
495.500 
496.000 
496.500 
[. l 0 
[. l 0 
0.88 
0.78 
o. 77 
1. 10 
·O. 74 
0.96 
1. 10 
0.136 
1.00 
0.87 
0.83 
0.68 
0;91 
1. 20 
0.95 
1.10 
0. 94'. 
1.30 
[. 20 
l. 20 
l . l 0 
1. 20 
1. 30 
I). 90 
1.00 
:).90 
1.00 
1.10 
1.10 
l .1)0 
!. OJ 
[. 00 
0.85 
o. 73 
o. 74 
l .<10 
0.66 
0.93 
1. 00 
0.83 
l. 00 
0. 8 l 
. 0. IJ l 
0.66 
0.87 
1. l () 
0.90 
1. 00 
... o. 89 
[. 30 
[. 10 
l. 10 
1. 0.') 
1. 10 
1. 20 
o • .'3[1 
1. 00 
o. 137 
l. 00 
1. 00 
l. 00 
l. 00 
0.90 
0.80 
0.70 
0.64 
0.63 
0.80 
0.6l 
0.82 
0.90 
0.80 
0. 7 2 
0 .7 1t 
0. 59 
0 .17 
1.00 
0.81. 
0.90 
o;78 
1. l 0 
1.00 
[. 00 
0.90 
l .oo 
'. 10 
0.76 
0.90 
0. 77 
0.90 
0.90 
0.90 
O.CJO 
o. 70 
0.60 
0.58 
0.53 
0. 5 l 
0.60 
0.51 
0.70 
0.80 
0.62 
o. 70 
0. 61 
0.63 
0.49 
0.64 
a.so 
o._67. 
0.70 
·o:64 .· 
0.90 
0.80 
a.so 
0.70 
0.80 
0.90 
0.64 
0.70 
0.66 
0.30 
0.80 
o.ao 
0.70 
4.47 
5.45 
6.06 
6. 13 
4.47 
6.35 
5.05 
4.47 
5.56 
1t. 86 
5. 5 l 
. 5. 74 
6.84 
5.29 
4. 13 
5.09 
4.47 
. s .. 14 
3.84 
4. I 3 
4.47 
4. l 3 
3. 84 
5.34 
4.86 
5.34 
4.86 
4.47 
4.47 
4.86 
169. 
169. 
137. 
171. 
152. 
169. 
200. 
12 6. 
169. 
140. 
79. 
l 69. 
132 • 
151. 
144. 
15 5. 
149. 
169. 
. 150. 
50. 
15 5. 
l 5 5. 
169. 
155. 
14 [. 
122. 
79. 
134. 
79. 
169. 
16'?. 
79 .. 
l. l 0 
1.s~. 
l.20 
1 • 0 0 
l . l 0 
1.00 
0.92 
l. 30 
l. 20 
l . 2 0 
1.20 
0 .98 
0 .99 
o. 92 
l. l 0 
l. 10 
2.00 
l. 30 
l. 30 
l. 30 . 
1.00 
l.00 
1.10 
l. 50 
1.60 
l. l 0 
0.88 
l. 20 
l. 00 
l. 20 
l. 40 
[. 30 
I. 10 
l. '• 0 
[. l 0 
1.00 
1. 00 
1. 00 
o. 87 
1. 20 
l. 10 
l. l 0 
l . 10 
0. 94 
0.95 
0.83 
1. 00 
' 1: 10 
l. 80 
1. 30 
l. 20 
l. 20 
l. 00 
0. '10 
l.10 
1. 40 
[. 50 
[. 00 
0.87· 
1. 10 
l. 00 
1. LO 
l. 30 
l. 20 
l. 00 
1.20 
l. co 
0.90 
0.90 
0. 90. 
0.78 
l. 10 
l. 00 
l. 00 
[. 00 
0. 86 
G. 85 
0.80 
0.90 
1.00 
l. 40 
l. l 0 
l. l 0 
l • 1 0 
0. 80 
o.eo 
0.90 
i. 2o 
l. 40 
0. 90 
0.78 
0. 90 
0.90 
l. 00 
l. 10 
l • l 0 
0.80 
1.00 
0.80 
0.70 
0.70 
0.80 
o. 70 
l. 00 
0.80 
0.90 
0. 'JO 
0.72 
0.72 
0.68 
0.70 
0.80 
l. l 0 
0. 90 
0.90 
0. 90 
0.70 
0.70 
0.70 
l. 00 
l.10 
a.so 
0.66 
O.iJO 
0.80 
0.80 
o. 90 
0. ()0 
1, • 1, 7 
3.J6 
:, . 13 
4. 13.~ 
4.47 
4. '35 
5.24 
3. !}4 
4. 13 
4. CJ s 
4. 9 l 
5.24 
4.47 
2.57 
3.84 
3.84 
3. gt, 
4.86 
1
• • 36 
4.47 
3.36 
3 .17 
5.45 
4. 13 
4.86 
4. 13 
3.59 
3.84 
l 07. 
155. 
79"' 
169. 
79. 
153. 
l 5 5. 
l 5 5. 
155. 
1 Jl,. 
U3. 
14 3. 
r16CJ. 
64. 
88. 
50. 
141. 
79. 
182. 
64. 
l 07. 
89. 
169. 
111. 
155. 
79. 
155. 
125. 
141. 
)> 
"CJ 
-0 
ro 
::J 
0.. 
)< 
rr1 
I 
. lT1 
-u )> . 
GY 
rr1 
w 
0 
,. 
497. coo l. 1.0 I. 30 l. l 0 O.CJO ). 5 ') 12 5. 
497. 500 l. 50 l. 40 l.)0 l. l 0 3.3o 107. 
498. coo 1.00 1. 00 0.90 0.70 4.86 79. o.9C,-
···:'!.I 498. 500 0.97 Q.89 I). 77 '• • 9 l 109. y-
' 
499.COO 0.89 0. 88 0.80 0.68 5. 1, 0 1 l 0 ~ 
499. 500 1.20 l. 10 1.00 0.90 '•. l 3 15 5. 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
·- * 
~' 
* * 
s u :'-1 1-1 ~ R y 0 F 0 /\ T A * 
,_ 
* * * 
,. 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
,. 
* * * * '* 
SENS l I srnsz SENS 3 S ENS4 I AVE. 80'.f, AVE. BEG. END DlRF.CT ION STD. DEV. MAX. Ml N. A \f E. 80% A VE. /\VE. AVE. SCI SCl/SENSl SR SR SOIL K TEMP TEMP 
l~OiHH 0. 16 l. 40 o. 6 8 Q.95 l • 09 l 0.90 0.79 0.66 0.05 0.054 s.zz 4.57 145. 40. 40. SOUTH o. 26 2.00 0. 7 0 l. l 0 l. 32 1~03 o.n 0.-11 0.07 0.060 4.66. 3.89 134. 40. 40. COMB 0.23 ?. • 0 t) 0 .68 l. 02 I. 22 0.97 0.06 0. 72 0.06 0.057 4.94 4. 19 139. 
:i 
* * * * * 
H I s T 0 R y * * * * * P.E~/\RKS: SEC L-
SUPERELEVA TED CURVE, LOW S.I OE. SECH- SUPERELEVATEO CURVE, HIGH SIDE 
'.f. 
* 
D/\ TF. ,. 
* 
TF.STED •\VE.SR AVE.SOIL K * 
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